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Abstract-The biological analysis of several populations confirms the existence in the lberian Peninsula of two species of Muscari
subgenus Leopoldia: M. comosum and M. matritensis (the latter described as new). Karyologically, they differ In at least a
translocation rearrangement, in the presence of heterochromatin, which is lacking in M. matritensis, and in some chromosomal
characters. At thegenic level, the distance between M. comosum and M. matritensis IS high (0.378). Morphologically, they show
some differences in floral structure which are correlated with different reproductive systems, allogamy in M. comosum and
autogamy in M. matritensis. The possible evolutionary relationships between these taxa is discussed

Introduction

distances and the degree of morphological
differentiation between related species are very
low [6-131.
Muscari Miller subgenus Leopoldia (Parl.)
Zahar or Leopoldia Parl. (refs [14, 151, respectively) is a critical biological complex in which
the delimitation of taxa is, to a certain extent,
arbitrary. The geographical distribution of the
subgenus iscentred in the Mediterranean region
and extends from the Canary Islands to
Afghanistan and from central Germany and
southern U.S.S.R. to north Africa. Although
many species have been described for this
subgenus, most of them probably do not deserve
taxonomic recognition. According to Bentzer
[16], this group includes ca. 20 species, six of
which have been reported for the European flora
[ 141. Five of these (M. cycladicum, M. gussonei,
M. spreitzenhoferi, M. weissi and M. tenuiflorum) occur in the central and eastern
Mediterranean region in ‘phrygana’ communities (dwarf scrub communities) [I 71 or in
dry places, where most have a rather reduced
geographical area. In contrast, M. comosum (L.)
Miller, the only species of this subgenus so far
reported from the western Mediterranean, has a
wider ecological tolerance and grows in dry
grasslands and cultivated ground over most of
the Mediterranean area.

Understanding the dynamics of the speciation
process is of central importance to the study of
evolution. It is of particular interest to know
what changes (physiological, developmental,
behavioural, ecological, chromosomal) are directly associated with evolution or reproductive
isolation, how rapidly and under what circumstances (allopatry, sympatry, etc.) such changes
occur, and the relative importance of selection
and stochastic factors in producing these
changes.
A widely accepted model of geographic
speciation [I, 21 suggests that new species arise
in isolated populations through the gradual
accumulation of genetic differences. However, it
has become increasingly clear that speciation
events do not always conform to this pattern
[3-51. Alternative models of speciation have
been developed to explain observed relationships among closely related species. These
include models of sympatric and quantum
speciation. for example. In this latter model, the
chromosome rearrangements, or polyploidy, can
play important roles as rapid reproductive isolation mechanisms. In these cases the genetic
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Although all these species have 2n=18
chromosomes, they show important differences
at the chromosomal level [I 8261. Thus, whilst
NI. gussonei, endemic to Sicily, has the most
symmetrical karyotype, with an idiogrammatic
f o r m u l a o f lOL+8S, M. cycladicum, M .
spreitzenhoferi, M. weissi and M. tenuiflorum
karyotype:
asymmetrical
more
have
a
4L+6M+8S. M . c o m o s u m h a s t h e m o s t
asymmetrical karyotype: 2L+2M + 14s. It
seems clear, therefore, that chromosome
rearrangements have played a very significant
role in the speciation of the group.
In the course of an analysis of the chromosome and gene variability of M. comosum from
the lberian Peninsula and neighbouring regions,
involving three Spanish populations from
‘phrygana’ communities, the existence of
another biological species with a more symmetrical karyotype than M. comosum has been
detected. In this paper, some genetical, morphological and biological differences between these
two groups are reported. The role that the
chromosome rearrangements may have played
in the differentiation of these two biological
entities is also discussed.

Results
Bulbs, flowers and immature seeds have been
collected in 25 populations of Leopoldia from
the lberian Peninsula and neighbouring
countries (seeTable 1). As Muscarican multiply
vegetatively, the bulbs, flowers and seeds were
usually collected more than 1 m apart.
Cytogenetic

Analysis

Plants with the standard karyotype of M. comosum. The standard diploid karyotype of M .
comosum has been detected in 22 populations
(all analysed except DOR, CAP and ARG, see
Table I). T w o s t a b l e c h r o m o s o m a l p o l y morphisms for a pericentric inversion and a
duplication (or segment) are present in all these
populations on the second pair of chromosomes, as previously reported for this species
[18, 25, 271. In a previous paper [28] we have
quantified and discussed the rearrangement
frequencies of seven Spanish populations compared with those from the Aegean Islands [27].

Another paper is being prepared to cover the
remaining populations analysed here.
The standard karyotype of M . c o m o s u m
(Fig. 1 A) includes one long pair of telocentric
chromosomes (first pair), one pair of intermediate size metacentric, submetacentric or
subtelocentric chromosomes, due to the abovementioned polymorphisms (second pair) and
seven pairs of small metacentric chromosomes
(third to ninth pairs). The nucleolar organizer is
located on a small bivalent (Fig. 2). In the
interphase nuclei of somatic and germinal
tissues there are two or more large heterochromatic chromocentres (Fig. 4). With Cbanding, the long arm of the first pair of
chromosomes shows four or five heterochromatic bands (see Fig. 5 and ref. [29]). This
is also observed in slides without C-banding, if
pretreatment is performed in cold (oxyquinoline
at w).
Plants with the ‘phrygana’ karyotype. A different karyotype has been found in three
Spanish populations (La Cabrera, Arganda and
Dornajo, see Table 1) all from ‘phrygana’ comm u n i t i e s . A c c o r d i n g t o B e n t z e r [22] this
karyotype is named ‘phrygana’. Whereas in
Arganda and Dornajo all the plants studied have
the ‘phrygana’ karyotype, in the population from
La Cabrera some individuals [37] have the
‘phrygana’ karyotype and others [37] the standard karyotype of M. comosum. To differentiate
these plants, the former bulbs are grouped as a
CAP population and the latter as a LAC population (see Table 1).
The ‘phrygana’ bulbs from La Cabrera and
Arganda (two neighbouring populations from
central Spain) have a karyotype with 2n=18
chromosomes including two pairs of long
subtelocentric chromosomes (first and second
pairs), three pairs of intermediate size, two (third
and fifth pairs) metacentric and one (fourth pair)
submetacentric chromosomes, and four pairs of
small metacentric chromosomes (fifth to ninth
pairs) (Fig. 1 B). The ‘phrygana’ bulbs from
Dornajo (the highest populations studied from
the Sierra Nevada at ca. 2000 m) have a similar
karyotype, but the third pair of chromosomes is
submetacentric (Fig. 1 C). In both cases, the
nucleolar organizer is located in the long arm of
one of the two longest pairs (Fig. 3). No
chromocentres were observed in the interphase
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FIG 1. KARYOTYPES OF M. COMOSUM (A) AND ‘PHRYGANA’ SPECIES (B AND C). In ‘phrygana’. the third paw of chromosomes
metacentric in La Cabrera and Arganda populations (B) and submetacentric in Dornajo (C).
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FIG 2 DIPLOTENE CELL OF M. COMOSUM. One small blvalent IS associated with the nucleolus.
FIG. 3. DIPLOTENE CELL OF ‘PHRYGANA’. One long b&lent is associated with the nucleolus.
FIG. 4. INTERPHASE NUCLEI OF M. COMOSUM SHOWING TWO OR MORE BIG HETEROCHROMATIC

CHROMOCENTRES

FIG. 5. MITOTIC METAPHASECELLOFM. COMOSUMAFTER C-BANDlNGTREATMENT.Thelongarmsoftheflrstpa~rofchromosomes
display fwe hetetochromatlc bands

